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Passive and active roles of fat-free mass in the control of energy
intake and body composition regulation
AG Dulloo, J Jacquet, JL Miles-Chan and Y Schutz

While putative feedback signals arising from adipose tissue are commonly assumed to provide the molecular links between the
body’s long-term energy requirements and energy intake, the available evidence suggests that the lean body or fat-free mass (FFM)
also plays a role in the drive to eat. A distinction must, however, be made between a ‘passive’ role of FFM in driving energy intake,
which is likely to be mediated by ‘energy-sensing’ mechanisms that translate FFM-induced energy requirements to energy intake,
and a more ‘active’ role of FFM in the drive to eat through feedback signaling between FFM deficit and energy intake.
Consequently, a loss of FFM that results from dieting or sedentarity should be viewed as a risk factor for weight regain and
increased fatness not only because of the impact of the FFM deficit in lowering the maintenance energy requirement but also
because of the body’s attempt to restore FFM by overeating—a phenomenon referred to as ‘collateral fattening’. A better
understanding of these passive and active roles of FFM in the control of energy intake will necessitate the elucidation of peripheral
signals and energy-sensing mechanisms that drive hunger and appetite, with implications for both obesity prevention and its
management.
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INTRODUCTION
Some 30 years ago, Gilbert Forbes pointed out that the lean body
mass and body fat are in a sense companions, so that in many
situations a change in one is accompanied by a change in the
other, and usually in the same direction.1 Until recently, however,
the extent to which the lean body or fat-free mass (FFM)
component in this companionship influences energy intake has
been largely ignored, amid a dominant adipocentric view of
appetite control that has been reinforced by the discovery of
leptin and its relationship with fat mass (FM).
In fact, in an early investigation about the relationships between

body composition and objectively measured ad libitum food
intake over several weeks in obese and non-obese women, Lissner
et al.2 showed that the energy intake for the maintenance of body
weight was not correlated with adiposity expressed as percent
body fat or as FM, but was positively associated with FFM. These
findings were ignored or overlooked for the next 25 years despite
the more than 100 citations that this publication received, albeit in
relation to its other important findings about under-reporting of
food intake by both obese and non-obese individuals. It is only
recently that the predictive power of FFM on energy intake has
gained attention following the demonstration by Blundell et al.3

that FFM, but not FM, was positively associated with self-selected
meal size and total energy intake in overweight and obese
subjects. Further confirmation of a positive association between
energy intake with FFM, but not FM, can be derived from studies
in adults4–6 as well as in overweight and obese adolescents.7

Taken together, these findings have strengthened the argu-
ment of Lissner et al.2 that ‘research that focuses on the
relationship between energy intake and obesity is misplaced
because energy requirement appears to be a direct function of

lean mass rather than of adiposity’. Indeed, the predictive power
of FFM on energy intake provides one explanation as to why
people with obesity, on average, tend to eat more than lean
people, given that the development of obesity is accompanied
not only by a large gain in FM but also by a gain in FFM, the
composition of excess weight gain being 70–80% fat and 20–30%
FFM8 (Figure 1). In the analysis of the relationship between energy
intake and FFM, however, a distinction must be made between
(i) a relatively ‘passive’ role of FFM in driving energy intake, which
is likely to be mediated by ‘energy-sensing’ mechanisms that
translate FFM-induced energy requirements to energy intake and
(ii) a more ‘active’ role of FFM in the drive to eat through feedback
signaling between FFM deficit and energy intake. These relation-
ships are depicted in Figure 2, and discussed below.

PASSIVE ROLE OF FFM IN DRIVING ENERGY INTAKE
The effect of a higher FFM associated with obesity on energy
intake is expected, given the high metabolic activity of organs
and tissues that constitute the FFM—the most important
determinant of energy expenditure (EE) and which accounts
for ~ 70% of the variance in resting EE.9 The latter, in turn, is the
major determinant of daily EE particularly in the typical
sedentary person. Indeed, by applying various statistical models
to data on body composition, EE and energy intake (including a
mediation model using path analysis approaches), a number of
recent studies have shown that the impact of FFM on food intake
is not direct, but rather indirect since FFM influences daily
hunger, self-selected meals size and daily energy intake via its
effect on resting EE.4,6,10 It has been proposed by Hopkins and
Blundell11 that such FFM-induced energy requirements represent
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‘a physiological source of hunger that drives food intake at a level
proportional to basal energy requirements’, and that ‘this long-
term (tonic) signal of energy requirements would help ‘tune’
energy intake to EE, and help ensure the maintenance and
execution of key biological and behavioral processes’.

Little is known, however, as to how the body’s energy needs are
sensed, integrated and translated into eating behaviors. In this
context, a recent investigation of how energy needs arising from
FFM could be detected by the brain was conducted by Weise
et al.12 using positron emission tomographic measurement of
regional cerebral blood flow in healthy adults with a wide range of
adiposity. They reported that FFM, but not FM, was associated

with several brain regions involved in the homeostatic control of
appetite. While these findings of a link between FFM, hunger and
midbrain blood flow may suggest a centrally mediated mechan-
ism whereby EE directly drives FFM-induced energy intake, there
is also fragmentary evidence suggesting that energy intake is
regulated by one or more molecular signals arising from the FFM
or from specific organ masses, in particular the skeletal muscle.
This notion, which has formed the basis of an ‘aminostatic’ theory
of appetite control13,14 and a ‘protein-static’ control of food intake
in relation to the impetus for lean tissue growth or maintenance,15

has particular relevance when considering the dynamic phase of
body weight recovery during refeeding or obesity relapse, and
hence when examining the relationship between deficits in FFM
and increased energy intake (Figure 2).

ACTIVE ROLE OF FFM DEFICIT IN DRIVING ENERGY INTAKE
A re-analysis of data on food intake and body composition in
response to semistarvation and refeeding in the men participating
in the classic Minnesota Experiment16 has revealed that the FFM
deficit, independently of the FM deficit, predicted the degree of
hyperphagia that occurred during post-starvation ad libitum
refeeding17 (Table 1). Furthermore, an examination of the dyna-
mics of regain in FM and FFM during weight recovery revealed
that despite the complete recovery of body weight and FM,
hyperphagia persisted until FFM were completely restored to
baseline (pre-starvation) levels17 (Figure 3). Thus, the compensa-
tory hyperphagia as observed in response to energy deprivation
and loss of body weight cannot be explained by the lipostatic (or
adipostatic) theory alone, and the contribution of the parallel
reduction in FFM to the hyperphagic response also needs to be
considered. One can therefore postulate the existence of a control
system that responds to a loss or deficit in FFM through
compensatory increases in energy intake in an attempt to restore
FFM, with consequential accompanying increases in FM. Such
‘collateral fattening’ (Figure 4) has several implications for research
in energy balance in general, and more specifically in both the
prevention and treatment of obesity.

Impact of FFM loss in countering efficacy of obesity therapy
Loss in FFM accompanying diet-induced weight reduction is a
factor that contributes to weight regain in terms of a lowering in
the energy cost of FFM maintenance (and consequently reduced
resting EE), but also, as discussed above, in terms of the
stimulatory effect of FFM loss on appetite. In this context, it may
have relevance to the current debate about whether rapid weight
loss by very-low calorie diets, by virtue of a larger energy deficit
and lower absolute amount of protein, compared with a more
gradual weight loss approach by low calorie diets, increases the
risk for greater FFM loss and greater susceptibility to weight
regain.18 Furthermore, there is evidence that the amount of sleep
plays an important role in the preservation of FFM during periods
of reduced caloric intake, such that lack of sufficient sleep may
compromise the efficacy of typical dietary interventions for weight
loss. In a randomized crossover study,19 exposure of overweight
middle-aged adults to 2 weeks of a reduced calorie diet combined
with sleep restriction (5.5 vs 8.5 h of night time sleep opportunity)
produced a catabolic state characterized by a significant decrease
in the loss of FM (1.4 vs 0.6 kg) and considerably increased loss of
FFM (1.5 vs 2.4 kg; Po0.01). These greater losses in FFM were
accompanied not only by changes in EE and a shift in relative
substrate utilization towards diminished fat oxidation, but also by
increased hunger.19

Fat overshooting in response to dieting and weight cycling
The existence of a control system operating through a negative
feedback loop between FFM and energy intake provides a

Figure 1. Schematic diagram depicting, in a normal-weight indivi-
dual, the impact of changes in body weight on body composition. If
the individual enters into a chronic positive energy imbalance, the
resulting weight gain will comprise not only of an increase in fat but
also in FFM: the proportion of excess weight gain as FFM being
20–30%,8 but is known to show large inter-individual variability.
Conversely, if the individual enters into a chronic negative energy
imbalance, the resulting weight loss will comprise not only of a loss
of FM but also in FFM: the proportion of weight loss as FFM being
highly dependent upon the initial body fat% even in the normal
range of body mass index.24

Figure 2. Schematic diagram depicting, in a normal-weight indivi-
dual, the impact of changes in fat-free mass (FFM) on energy intake.
If this individual enters into a chronic positive energy imbalance, the
resulting weight gain will comprise not only fat but also FFM
(20–30% of excess weight),8 thereby resulting in an increase in
resting metabolic rate and hence in an increase in energy needs. A
new steady state of body weight (albeit higher than before) is
reached when the increase in energy needs matches the positive
energy imbalance. Thus, the resulting higher body weight (and
higher fat and FFM) is the price to pay to fully offset the initial
positive energy imbalance, and at the new steady-state body
weight, the energy intake of this individual with obesity would be
higher than before the positive energy imbalance occurred, in large
part because of the higher FFM and higher energy needs. This can
be referred to as a ‘passive’ influence of FFM on energy intake. By
contrast, a more ‘active’ role of FFM on energy intake is postulated
to occur if the normal-weight individual loses FFM. In this case, the
deficit in FFM will trigger a feedback signaling pathway arising from
FFM to increase energy intake in an attempt to restore FFM, as
depicted in Figure 4.
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mechanistic explanation as to why dieting and weight cycling
confer increased risk for future weight gain in those who are of
normal body weight (but perceived themselves to be fatter than
they really are) rather than in those who are actually obese.20

Indeed, the phenomenon of ‘fat overshooting’, whereby the
amount of FM regained is in excess of the amount of FM lost, has
been reported in normal-weight adults following weight recovery
from semistarvation in the Minnesota Experiment16 or from
training-induced weight loss of US army Rangers in a multi-
stressor environment that includes energy deficit,21–23 the excess
body fat being 4–5 kg on average. The explanation for this
phenomenon of fat overshooting resides in the fact that (i) the
proportion of weight loss as FFM is higher in lean individuals than
obese24 (Figure 5a) and that (ii) following substantial weight loss,
lean individuals regain FM at a higher rate than FFM (termed

'preferential catch-up fat'): this asymmetry in FM and FFM recovery
having been observed in studies of recovery from experimental
semistarvation16 or more moderate caloric restriction,25 as well as
during weight recovery in famine victims and in patients
recovering from disease cachexia and anorexia nervosa (see
Dulloo26 for a review). It is to be noted that a recent study by
Müller et al.27 did not show preferential catch-up fat during
refeeding after 3 weeks of caloric restriction, most probably
because the degree of fat depletion over this period was rather
mild—only ~ 6% relative to baseline ‘habitual’ levels. This
contrasts with the earlier studies mentioned above,16,21–23,25,26

where the degree of fat depletion was greater than 10% of initial
values. It is therefore likely that some kind of ‘threshold’ level of fat
depletion needs to be exceeded in order for the phenomena of
preferential catch-up fat and fat overshooting to occur.
This misalignment in the time-course of FM and FFM replen-

ishment results in an increased drive to eat which persists beyond
the point by which FM is restored,16,23 until complete FFM
recovery. As such the excess fat accumulated during this last
phase of FFM restoration (fat overshooting) is a requirement in
achieving complete recovery of FFM, thereby underlying ‘collat-
eral fattening’ (Figure 4). The re-analysis of data collected during
the Minnesota Experiment also provides evidence to suggest that
non-obese dieters are more at-risk for fat overshooting than
individuals who are obese at the start of dietary restriction, by
showing an exponential increase in the extent of fat overshoot
with decreasing pre-starvation % body fat.20 This relationship,
shown in Figure 5b provides proof-of-concept that non-obese
dieters are at greater risk for fat overshooting than the obese
dieters. This is of particular relevance in light of the increasing
prevalence of dieting among normal-weight individuals28 and the
weight cycling that occurs through repeated dieting; both of
which have the potential to provide a pathway to obesity in
otherwise normal-weight individuals, and thus of concern in terms
of public health.

Sedentariness, FFM deficit and predisposition to obesity
While body weight depends ultimately on the balance between
energy entering the body as food and energy expended, an
increase in physical activity may affect energy balance other
than simply increasing EE through time spent in physical work.
A frequently quoted study on the relationship between physical
activity and body fat content is that by Mayer et al.,29 who
examined a group of workers in a jute factory in India in the mid-
1950s and found that above a certain critical level of physical
activity, food intake increased in line with work load and no
change in body weight occurred. However, at very-low physical
activity levels, the relationship broke down and both food intake

Figure 3. Dynamics of body composition changes in men participat-
ing in all phases of the Minnesota Experiment. The data are plotted
to show the pattern of changes in energy intake, body fat mass (FM)
and fat-free mass (FFM) during semistarvation and refeeding in the
12 men who completed all phases of the Minnesota Experiment
(including the ad libitum phase of refeeding). All values are
expressed as percentages of corresponding values during the
control (pre-starvation) period. C12: end of 12 weeks of control
period; S12 and S24: end of 12 and 24 weeks of semistarvation
respectively; R12 and R20: end of 12 weeks of restricted refeeding
and 8 weeks of ad libitum refeeding, respectively. The double-
headed arrow indicates that at the time-point when body fat had
been fully recovered (that is, 100% of control period value), FFM
recovery is still far from complete, with hyperphagia persisting until
completion of FFM recovery. Adapted from Dulloo et al.17

Figure 4. Concept of ‘Collateral Fattening'. A deficit in FFM results
not only in a lower energy expenditure (EE) and hence lower energy
needs for weight maintenance, but also in the activation of a
feedback loop that drives energy intake (EIN) in an attempt to restore
FFM through the lean-to-fat partitioning characteristic (Pc) of the
individual.

Table 1. Predictors of the total hyperphagic response (integrated
hyperphagia) in men refed ad libitum in the Minnesota Experiment

Independent variables r2

Fat mass to be recovered (step 1) 0.32
Prior energy intake deficit (step 2) 0.68
Fat-free mass to be recovered (step 3) 0.80

The results are obtained by stepwise regression analysis of integrated
hyperphagia vs the following independent variables: fat mass to be
recovered, fat-free mass to be recovered and prior energy intake deficit.
Adapted from Dulloo et al.17
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and body weight increased. In keeping with these early findings of
Mayer et al,29 there is increasing support of a J-shaped relationship
between levels of physical activity and energy intake,30 with intake
tightly coupled to expenditure at moderate to high activity levels
(thereby promoting the maintenance of energy balance and body
fat), but dysregulation occurring at lower activity levels, whereby
sedentariness increases with no compensatory decrease in energy
intake and an increase in adiposity. With increasing sedentariness,
decreased muscle usage and contractile function will likely lead to
subsequent loss of FFM—a contention that is supported by the
demonstration that even short (o10 days) periods of muscle
disuse induced by strict bed rest in healthy young men resulted in
diminished skeletal muscle size and substantial loss of lean body
mass.31 In turn, such FFM loss may stimulate a compensatory
increase in energy intake so as to promote the restoration of lean
tissue (whether successful or not), with a concomitant increase in
FM (Figure 4).

Search for protein-stats
While evidence of a direct relationship between FFM deficit and
energy intake mounts, the molecular signaling mechanisms
underlying this relationship, including the specific trigger source

(whole-body protein mass, skeletal muscle mass, other organ size
or metabolic activity), remains elusive. However, with skeletal
muscle myocytes now known to secrete several hundred factors,32

the search for FFM-derived/sensitive feedback signals ('protein-
stats') to the central appetite regulatory centers has begun. In this
context, appropriate models of FFM manipulation must be
developed. The laboratory of Berthoud may well have developed
one such model, with diet-induced obese mice that underwent a
post-caloric restriction Roux-en-Y gastric bypass showing higher
energy intake and weight regain in the post-surgical period, but
with the weight regained comprising exclusively of FFM.33 Thus,
by remaining sensitive to changes in lean mass, but eliminating
the defense of fat mass, this mouse model provides an interesting
opportunity to elucidate the feedback signals from FFM that drive
energy intake, with major implications for the pathogenesis and
management of obesity and cachexia.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although putative feedback signals arising from adipose tissue
(for example, leptin) are commonly assumed to provide the
molecular link between long-term energy needs and daily energy
intake, the available evidence suggests that the lean body mass
also plays a role in the drive to eat and in achieving energy
balance. In addressing the role of FFM in the drive on hunger,
appetite or satiety, however, it is important to distinguish between
(i) a relatively ‘passive’ role of FFM on energy intake which is
mediated by ‘energy-sensing’ mechanisms that translate FFM-
induced energy needs to energy intake and (ii) a more ‘active’ role
of FFM in the drive to eat through feedback signals between FFM
deficit and energy intake. Thus, the loss of FFM resulting from
dieting or sedentarity should not be viewed solely as contributing
to weight regain and fatness because of the consequentially lower
maintenance EE of a lower FFM, but also to the body’s attempt to
restore FFM by overeating. From an evolutionary standpoint, this
active role of FFM in driving hunger/appetite to restore its mass
and hence functional capacity after FFM loss (which is potentially
life-threatening) can be regarded as adaptive. However, the
accompanying, 'collateral fattening' may be of particular conse-
quence in situations where the body’s capacity to rebuild lean
tissue is impaired—such as during aging and malnutrition. The
degree to which this fattening occurs under these conditions is
therefore of interest, as is also the extent to which this process
may operate under conditions of sarcopenic obesity. Regardless,
while peripheral signals and energy-sensing mechanisms remain
to be elucidated, a better understanding of the roles of FFM (both
active and passive) in the control of energy intake, hunger and
appetite is of importance to both the maintenance and restoration
of FFM, with implications for obesity prevention and
management.
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